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To the Honorable Justice and Associate Justices of the
Court of New Jersey.

This matter is before the Board based upon a presentment filed

by the District IIIA Ethics Committee.

By way of

Ocean

matters respondent. In 1967,

had

the

1967 and 1982, the

three prior

("the 1967

committee") received a complaint in a case designated ~ as the

De~renzo Matt@r. That case was ultimately dismissed on grievant’s

representation that it had been satisfactorily resolved. At that

the 1967 found no unethical conduct on the part of

only simple neglect.



In addition, Norman Pharo (the Pharo Matter below),

filed a complaint with the committee ("the 1975 committee"),

Mr. Pharo subsequently withdrew.

in 1982, the ("the 1982 committee"),

dismissed the so-called Stackhouse and Mall~Y Matter on the

that respondent’s conduct not to the level of gross

but only simple neglect.

On July 14, 1987, the of (OAE)

a seven-count amended complaint charging respondent with misconduct

in three new matters (the Farlie Matter, the Hawley Matter, and the

Hill Matter), and with in matters ~

that were by the committee. The OAE

respondent with exhibiting a pattern of neglect in all six matters.

The facts are as follows:

co~: ...... ~ FARL~,,E MATTER

In August 1980, Mary Farlie retained respondent to represent

her in a from an acc Ms. Farlie

was employed at an Exxon service station, when a car pulling in for

struck her Respondent represented

Ms. Farlie in a workers’ compensation claim, for which she received

a lump sum settlement in March 1982.



In 1982,

operator of the automobile.

interrogatories from the

interrogatories, he failed to file the answers.

an order was

interrogatories thirty days.

with the order. In 1983, Ms.

3

a the

On April 19, 1982, respondent received

defendant in the                matter.

answers to the

In December 1982,

to answer the

to

Farlie’s complaint was

dismissed for failure to answer interrogatories. Throughout most

of Ms. contacted respondent             the case, and

was informed that it was proceeding smoothly. Respondent knew, at

the time of the that the case had been dismissed. In

February 1984, Ms. Farlie contacted the Ocean County Clerk’s Office

and was advised that the case had been dismissed.I

CO~ I~: ~Z ~WLEY MATTER

In January 1981, Anna Hawley retained respondent to handle the

estate of her husband, who had died a few days before. The estate

of one piece of property held as a

one checking account, accounts, and a

Club account, contacted Mrs. and

check for $435.00 to pay the estate taxes. Mrs.

by the

a

sent

~Ms.                        another                  The case was
reinstated and she has been compensated for her injury.



respondent the check, which was never cashed. Over a twenty-month

until Mms. filed the ethics grievance,

not file the New Jersey inheritance tax return.2

 DeL0 ENZOMA._TT R

In June 1963, Mr. and Mrs. Har~ DeLorenzo retained respondent

to Mrs. DeLorenzo in a

from an automobile accident. Respondent failed to file a complaint

in the matter before the statute of ran.

to compensate Mrs. DeLorenzo for her loss. After

the DeLorenzos to seek outside counsel, which they declined to do,

November 13,

at a

the DeLorenzos and

was partially

to $2,000.

by

On

a

After respondent fell behind in his payments to her, Mrs. DeLorenzo

filed her grievance with the ethics committee on November 25, 1966.

Subsequent to the filing of the complaint, Mls. DeLorenzo informed

the committee that the total sum owed to her by respondent had been

The 1967 committee found that, although respondent had been

negligent in allowing the statute of limitations to run, he had not

acted in Mrs. Delorenzo, and

dismissed the complaint.

October 1982, M~s.
on her

taxes were paid in November 1982.

another            to
The return was filed, and ~he
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COUNT IV~ ~E.P~.ROMA~ER

In the s~ of 1972, MI. Norman Pharo retained respondent

to a for the of Mr. Pharo’s son. The

motion was filed on August 25, 1972, and was granted.

was required to file an order for the judge’s signature within ten

of the

of

filed a

to

with

prepared and

of the notwithstanding,

an order on MI. Pharo’s behalf for a

years. In 1975, Mr. Pharo

the In May 1975,

to the court an order ~ ~

recognizing the son’s emancipation and cancelling any support

arrears that had the Because Mr.

withdrew his complaint, the 1975 committee did not hold a hearing

on this matter.

CO~ V: WE STACKHOUS~~LLOY MATT~

In M~. John Stack~ouse retained to

to release monies held by the State of New Jersey as the result of

a condemnation involving Mr. Stack~ouse’s

is MI. Stackhouse’s and became
involved in the matter later in the proceedings. The extent of her

is unclear. It that Ms. to
determine the status of the matter from respondent. Ms. Malloy was
the individual who filed the



in fact,

Stackhouse’s behalf.

6

to matter on Mr.

prior to respondent’s being able to

proceed with the representation, other heirs involved in the matter

needed to consent, or release in The

1982 that Mr. Stack, house knew of the

re~lirement, it was never to him in

the consented to

could not however, never Mr.

or anyone else, that he considered his employment in

the matter ended. There was no action in this matter for a period

of ten years.    The 1982 found that

respondent’s omission to advise M~. Stack,house, in writing, of the

requirement of having a release signed by the other heirs, as well

as respondent’s failure to inform his client of his withdrawal had

been negligent, but not grossly negligent.

COUNT VI; THE H~LL MATTER

In the summer of 1986, Ms. Margaret Hill retained respondent

to represent her in connection with the sale of real property. In

late 1986, a of the

binder, at which time he learned that a relative of Ms. Hill might

have a possible in the Ms. Hill was

of fact. to find out the status of the

title to the property to allow the conveyance. By late October or
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early November, respondent concluded that Ms. Hill’s nephew had to

execute a for the nephew’s

Ms. respondent’s representation in

early December 1986, until which time he was attempting to resolve

the title problem.

not

concluded,

of

THE 1988 COMMITTEE FI~ZNGS

In the Farlie matter, the committee found that respondent was

grossly negligent in his handling of Ms. Farlies’ case, and that

his conduct evidenced a of neglect, in the

as Count when taken in concert the matters

in Counts II through V. The also found that

misrepresented the status of the case to Ms. Farlie.

The committee concluded that respondent had violated D__R6-1OI(A)(1)

and (2), and DR 7-101(A) (3).4

In the Hawley matter, the that respondent’s

failure to file the ir~eritance tax return had been negligent, but

negligent, and thus not The

that respondent’s acts were part of a pattern

With regard to the DeLorenzo matter, the committee determined

that the count was barred by the lapse of twenty-four years.

Although the committee not respondent’s conduct in

the of
misrepresentation in not make a
specific finding of a violation of DR 1-102(A) (4).



unethical,

pattern of neglect.
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concluded that it was also of a

In the matter, the committee found that respondent was

not grossly negligent, in that the fail~e to file the order did

not harm Mr. here again, the negligence was

of respondent’s pattern of neglect.

With regard to the StacR~h~use and Malloy matter, on motion of

at the of the committee’s case, the

allegations were dismissed on the basis of ~ judicial,

the 1982 found that there was only on

respondent’s part, not 1988

co~ittee did consider the 1982 co~ittee’s findings in determining

that this matter also fell into respondent’s pattern of neglecting

his cases.

In the ~ matter, the committee found that respondent acted

diligently in his representation of Ms. Hill. There was no finding

of or of a pattern of neglect.

CONCLUSION AND RECO~DATION

Upon a d__e ~ review of the record, the Board

that the conclusions of the committee in finding respondent guilty

of are by and

ev~
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The Board finds that, in

violated ~ I-I02(A)(4) by misrepresenting to Ms. Farlie that her

case was and that it would be up soon,

when he knew that the personal action had been

In was in Ms.

Farlies’ case to be dismissed by his unexplained failure to answer

the interrogatories, in violation of ~ 6-I02(A)(I).

In the                                and Stackhouse and Mallo¥

matters, displayed conduct taken

but not unethical conduct.

these cases, taken together, and coupled with the gross

found in the Farlie matter, constitute a pattern of neglect of his

responsibilities to his clients, in violation of D__R 6-I01(A)(2).

The of discipline, is not the punishment of

the offender, but "protection of the public against an attorney who

cannot or will not measure up to the standards of

responsibility required of every me~er of the profession."

88~. 276 (1982), citing In re St~ut, 76~. 321,

325 (1978). The of the to be must

comport with the seriousness of the ethical infraction in light of

all the relevant circumstances. ~n~re ~ohos~an, 86 ~. 308, 315

(1982).                factors are, therefore, relevant and      be

considered. In .re Hughes, 90 ~. 36 (1982).

In mitigation, the Board considered the

respondent’s partnership was dissolved, as a result of

respondent was to own cases, as well



I0

as those of former In the same

respondent was assisting in the defense of several me~rs

of his who had been arrested. The Board also

the of three character witnesses. Each attested to

respondent’s good character and reputation in the community as an

honest and zealous advocate for clients.

recognized that his office procedures were

and contacted an

additional some of the

and agreed to ongoing contact with the management expert to improve

his office procedures.

The Board was

before the committee.

impressed by respondent’s candor

his misconduct in all

but the ~ matter, where no misconduct was found. In addition,

respondent appeared to have cooperated with his former clients’ new

to remedy the results of his the Board

noted that no client suffered any financial harm from respondent’s

actions.

Respondent’s disregard of his ethical responsibilities to his

clients, cannot ~ countenanced.5 In

co~t~.~ the Board to reco~end

than a Board

committee that a period of suspension is unwarranted.

report, the

no

with the

SThe Board is aware that respondent was temporarily suspended
on September 8, 1969. There is no opinion accompanying the Court’s
order. It is unclear what                specific misconduct was.
Respondent was restored to practice on November 28, 1969.



Board,

ii

the hearing before the committee, and also before the

that he has

matters. Based upon the

by no

of the circ~stances,

include the Board’s reliance on respondent’s assurance that he will

not the representation of matters,

requisite majority of the Board recommends that he receive a public

reprimand, The Board hopes that respondent’s restraint will also

extend to complex estate matters. One member dissented,

should a suspension upon his

prior two-month suspension. One member disqualified himself.

The Board further recommends that respondent be required to

reimburse the Ethics Financial Committee for administrative costs.

Dated:

/ /

Disciplinary Review Board


